
A Recipe For Chaos

	
 Through the wonderful expediciency of an incessantly published blame, now everyone 
knew: 
	
 Placed and repeatedly re-placed employees?
	
 Were bad.  
	
 And, as bad employees?   
	
 Oh, unmistakbly they deserved mininal power, fewer rights, and an ever increasing share 
of the blame.  Seeking a necessarily fresh rationale for keeping the reform money flowing, the 
newly popularized premise of placed-teacher-as-monster had been neatly packaged and 
emphatically sold to a confused, but now fully mesmerized, public.  After all, in orer to hide the 
constant commotion, the never-ending confusion and (most precarious) the overall, big-picture 
lack in a long-term all-student inclusive academic success?* 

Somebody had to be made available for a nationally-led public censure.  Some body or 
some thing, some additional new focus, had always to be glitzed up and made available – flashily 
presented as a cover for the fact that so many short-term innovative proposals; so many poorly 
implemented, shiny-penny solutions?  Lasted only a few minutes before the next highly 
promoted scheme was being abruptly introduced and parasitically knotted into the convoluted 
web of already existing innovations.  Suddenly new proposals intermixing and entangling until, 
as ultimately they upstaged previously implemented programs and took over? 

Formerly lauded and highly expensive invasions:
Dropped bloodlessly by the wayside.  
All of that money; all of that financing? 
All of that endlessly collected capital?

	
 All of that funding expended year after year upon a previously mandated but fleetingly 
momentary reform? 

Now – gone.  
(Oops.)
But, oh, my; how well this never-ending cycle of a deregulated chaos kept all other issues 

hidden.  Much like the frustrations expressed as Wall Street analysts found themselves caught 
inside the complicated maze of financially entangled monetary schemes (those so many 
strategically intertwining structures which had ingeniously served to shield an each-year-more-
deregulated fiscal abuse) – well, a similar rotation of short-lived and minimally regulated 
educational reforms offered up a glimmer of understanding: a hidden explanation as to why so 
many years of an employee-abusive, community-destabilizing, neighborhood-disruptive school 
innovation had emerged in the first place.  

All of that complicatedly interdependent razzle-dazzle; all of that distractingly 
interconnected glitter; all of that highly publicized sparkle now strategically camouflaging the 
fast-moving, eye-catching shell game of a temporary, short-lived school transformation and the 
never-endingly mandated movement of personnel?

Had become the recipe.  
Had, in fact, become a working formula which a growing number of “benevolent” 

districts now stepped up to follow.  A carefully replicated blueprint for generating the now-you-
see-it-now-you-don’t manipulation of Big Money; a blueprint that, every day more assertively, 
was becoming lucratively rooted inside a nationally executed “students first” reform.



Having experienced the frightening destabilization of low-income schools firsthand, I 
struggled to describe this uncontrolled disorder to a friend.  When I had finished, she responded 
quite logically:  

But why do they do it?
After having been forced through over a decade bent to a nonchalantly deregulated and 

ever churning innovation; after having watched as the debilitating disorder increased 
exponentially inside year upon year of an ever more unfettered upheaval – I had my answer: 

Because they can.  
Because, over the years?  
As media-manipulated citizens have become ever more transfixed by the surface glitter 

attached to the convoluted flood of reform-engendered smoke screens; as, over the years, 
everyone has been so distractingly caught up inside this intertwining web of symbiotic chaos?

  Nobody can see what anybody else is doing.  

*How many times, for example, can voters read headlines such as “Poor Children Not Making Gains Comparable to 
More Affluent Peers” or “Achievement Gap Widening Despite Slew of New Reforms” and still passively accept the 
words of die-hard reformers who continue to tell everyone that “overall [affluent student] gains prove reform efforts 
to be working.”  How many times can voters read article after article and hear news story after news story where no 
one finds it necessary to interview long-term experienced teachers even as one big-name (never been a teacher, 
never even been poor) Pro Reformer after another argues against reality – and still, somehow?  Is always seen as 
valuable enough to be heard.


